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Introduction



Talk Overview and Aims
Journey and process of competing at Pwn2Own Austin 2021

Both successes and failures

Learnings

Timelines

Behind the scenes work on getting an entry
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Pwn2Own Overview
Yearly vulnerability research competition held by ZDI (Trend Micro)  

ZDI purchase vulnerabilities / exploits and provide directly to the vendors to fix the issues

Pwn2Own Mobile (November)  - competed

Pwn2Own Desktop (March)  

Pwn2Own ICS (February)
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Rules
No user interaction allowed  

No reboot allowed (?)

Initial draw to determine the contestant attempts order 

Each contestant can only attempt one chain of bugs per category 

Rules per category in the competition (Network attacks / Sandbox escape / etc) 

No technical details allowed to be disclosed (until the issues are fixed)

Detailed later
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Agenda
Target choice
Vuln Research
Competition
Learning Experience
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Target Choice



Mobile phones

Printers

What Targets are Available?
Some mobile phones are easier to exploit

Printers are new to Pwn2Own (unknown security)
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NAS Routers

What Targets are Available?

NAS: previous research

Routers have generally weaker security

Note: Western Digital is sponsor
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Speakers TVs

External disks 

What Targets are Available?

Lots of other targets

See later
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Gut feeling, experience and what we wanted to work on...

What NOT to Go For?

External drive

Televisions

Home Automation

Mobile phones

Too low level and specific

Android based

HomePod expected hard, unknown about other targets

Pixel/iPhone probably need huge time investment (a year?)

Samsung may have had potential but time constraints
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What to Go For?
We only have 2.5 months to competition with no existing 0day

Routers

NAS

Printers

Useful to consultants?

Already had one available pre-pwn2own

Easier target

Prize money seemed reasonable for expected difficulty

First year at P2O, less researched?

Previous printer work and hardware team at NCC
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Initial Targets Choice

Split 3 targets

Reduced number of potential targets

Firmware unpacking

Debug capability

Source code analysis

Previous vulnerabilities?
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Selection Methodology
E.g. printers
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Attack Surface Mapping
E.g. printers
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Final Targets Choice

Static analysis vs dynamic analysis

Ordered one Netgear

Platform visibility

General code quality

Dangerous attack surface
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          Netgear Router                               Western Digital NAS                        Lexmark Printer

 

Initial Analysis Summary (10 days total)

2 months to go until the competition

Now the real bug hunt kicks in!
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Vuln Research



Primarily Static Analysis + Netgear Dynamic Analysis

Focus on Netgear router and Western Digital NAS

Attack surface

Bug hunting (reversing + source code)

Router received => dynamic analysis
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Netgear Batch of Bugs

Default services

Network accessible and unauthenticated

IPP blatantly looked exploitable with a stack overflow
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NAS Bug Hunting + Netgear Exploit Dev

NAS: Bug hunting on external services (DHCP, Samba, AFP, Web)

Router: Triage and exploitation of stack overflow vuln (COMPLETED)

Printer: hardware familiarisation

Printer plugged-in requirement
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NAS Bug Hunting + Printer Firmware Dump

NAS dynamic analysis and bug hunting

Printer firmware dump (hardware)

Printer firmware analysis: could not locate filesystem

Enabling SSH
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Western Digital Batch of Bugs

Unchecked return value bug looked very interesting!

Others don't look as interesting

OOB NULL write probably hard to exploit

Stack overflow was false positive

login_check() PHP was unreachable
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NAS Exploit Development

NAS (Team work)

Trigger the bug

Library to speak the protocol

Debug environment

Exploit development (COMPLETED)
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Printer Attacks and Obtaining Filesystem

Blind attacks

Hardware debug output working

Obtaining a complete firmware dump  
* Dump 2: more content  
* Dump 3: updated version

Extracting filesystem (MILESTONE)
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Printer Bug Hunting and Platform Visibility

Bug hunting on external services (reversing)

Platform visibility

Simplify flash reprogramming without unsoldering  
* Attempt to get a shell with firmware patch  
* Check if secure boot is enabled

Debug web page

Core dump download page (encrypted)
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=> We tried to find more bugs due to lack of visibility

PJL File Write Vuln

Blindly tested to write in lots of paths

Couldn't overwrite existing files

File deleted right after, not useful?
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Other Areas + PJL File Write Vuln

Focus on other areas (fuzzing + static analysis)

Deep triage of PJL file write vuln

Use of PJL vuln to obtain decrypted core dumps

PostScript crash + HTTP crash (gawk)

Reverse engineering

Filesystem constraints

Reading back file
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PJL File Write Vuln Exploitation

Tried different approaches to get code execution (config files, etc.)

Got command execution

Got shell on the printer (COMPLETED)

Combined exploit + testing

Found and abused crash handling

Trigger gawk crash with HTTP fuzzer
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MISC admin stuff

We somehow make it for the registration in time

Event is on 2-4 Nov!!!

Exploit Packaging and Admin

Package write-ups of all bugs to ZDI

Package exploits for distribution and test dependencies

Write usage guides so ZDI can use the exploits

Fill in forms and do paperwork for registration :)
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Competition



Quick recap on rules:

Competition

3 attempts

5 minutes per attempt

All 3 attempts must be completed within 20 minutes
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Netgear Router
A few weeks before the event, we asked them if they would accept our exploit

Requirement: connecting a printer to the router

Answer is no

We knew we might get rejected

Did not have a better bug candidate at time

Reported it to Netgear instead
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Attempt 1 -> failed

Attempt 2 -> failed

Western Digital NAS

Manually reading file from SMB -> leak worked but script failed to read it

Decided to add a sleep() before reading data

Leak worked but failed to connect to shell during RCE part

Decided to add a sleep() before connecting to shell
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Western Digital NAS - SUCCESS!
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NB. Removed netatalk entirely (AFP removed)

Western Digital NAS - Disclosure
ZDI meeting

Western Digital meeting:

Unknown bug

Unknown bug

Will be hard to fix since the bug is in netatalk open source project
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First attempt

Second attempt

Lexmark Printer

Exploit worked, command exec and firewall disabled.

However, no connection to SSH server.

Had similar problems in testing pre-competition but assumed fixed.

Modified exploit to start netcat as well as SSH.

...
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Lexmark Printer - SUCCESS!
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Lexmark Printer - Disclosure
ZDI meeting

Lexmark meeting:

Unknown bug

Unknown bug

Gracefully handled disclosure and patched quickly!
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Learning Experience



What to Learn From it
Approach

Building knowledge base

Going deep vs Going wide

Embedded (and probably SCADA) good place to start

Luck, instinct and being stubborn

Teamwork

Lazer focus + the grind

Attack problems from different angles

More attack surface / more devices = more chance of finding impactful vulns

Fragmentation of effort problems
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Overall Standing
Happy with result
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Procedural Improvements

Technical Improvements

What's Next?

Get at least one device per target

Start on the preliminary tasks (firmware dumping, debug visibility etc) earlier

Loop in more domain specialists (e.g. hardware/mobile etc)

Bug hunting automation tooling (fuzzing, reversing etc)

Exploit testing capabilities (reliability etc)
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Generalised Methology
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Any questions?!?

Questions
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